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Today's Game 
The answers to many questions that perplex head 
coaches Roger Robinson of Cortland and Ted Dunn 
of Springfield will begin to unfold today when the 
referee's whistle signals the start of a new football 
decade for the two old rivals. 
Robinson is wondering if his team is really as good 
as it seemed in a scrimmage against Syracuse last week 
and Dunn is wondering if his team is really as shaky 
as it appeared to be against Central Connecticut in their 
scrimmage of a week gone. 
The Dragon front-liners played big-time Syracuse's 
first team to a scoreless tie in the first half of the session 
in Archbold stadium and Cortland even won the battle 
of the stats. The second half was a different story, as 
Orange reserves helped themselves to 32 points against 
hill back-up men, including 15 points in the last three 
minutes of play, but Robinson and staff had already 
seen enough to be optimistic about the upcoming cam­
paign. 
Springfield, which was slated to have 15 starters back 
from last year's 6-3 team, has been hot and cold. Two 
weeks ago the Chiefs outscored Rhode Island four 
touchdowns to two in a scrimmage that seemed to 
warrant their advance billing as a potential power. But 
then, last week when hosting Central Connecticut, the 
team did an abrupt about face and found itself on the 
short end of a 34-16 scrimmage score, and found very 
few bright spots with which to be pleased. 
One exception, as expected, was the Chief's All-
America wide receiver John Curtis who last year be­
came the first New England receiver to ever account 
for 1,000 yards via receptions in one season—he had 
exactly 1,000—and his 214 yards in one game repre­
sents another New England standard. He can expect 
special attention from the Dragon secondary. The duel 
between Curtis and his All-America Cortland counter­
part, Earl Rogers, should be a good one to watch. Both 
have attracted the attention of pro scouts. 
That old football nemesis, the injury bug, will have 
a telling effect on the starting line-ups of both teams 
today. The Redman have lost their defensive secondary 
standout Paul Woods, who was ECAC "Sophomore of 
the Week" one game last year, out four to six weeks 
with a knee injury, and will also be minus offensive 
tackle George Adams who has the same problem. 
Rushing record-holder and team captain Joe Bra-
mante is lost to the Dragons for approximately a month 
with an ankle sprain, and wingback Paul Besstak, a 
starter last fall, still has not recovered from hamstring 
trouble sustained the week before the team reported in. 
Ed Zukowski will take over for Bramante at the tail­
back spot and Tom Spadafora starts at wing. Zukowski, 
a hard runner who sat last year out, has had trouble 
with his arches and will be spelled by another junior, 
Pete Diffenderfer. 
The Springfield offense will be triggered either by 
senior Paul Ingram, who was a back-up man last year, 
or sophomore Gene DiFellipo who led the SC frosh 
to a 5-0 mark. The two QBs are similar, both like to 
roll-out and either pass or run, but DiFellipo may have 
gained the upper hand with a good showing in last 
Saturday's scrimmage. The passing attack is vital to 
the Chiefs with targets like Curtis and soph Oliver 
Wilson available. 
The Chief's ground game will be without All-
American fullback Dave Buddington, a final cut of 
the Miami Dolphins, but can still count on holdover 
starters Mark Kingdon and John Kozlowski. 
The defense will have six starters in the line-up led 
by Indian co-captain Bernie Barboza at linebacker. 
They will have their work cut out for them in stopping 
the Dragon offense which averaged 27.4 points a game 
last year and is led by many of the same faces once 
again. 
Total offense record-holder John Anselmo will be 
at the offensive controls again and is both a running 
and throwing threat. Strong-armed junior Bill Husak 
has impressed with his air game and should also see 
considerable action. Tom Butcher is back at fullback 
and all three of last year's top receivers return in the 
persons of Rogers, Larry Sackett and Steve Girard. 
The key to today's game could well be the Dragon 
defense which was so impressive in both the intra-squad 
and Syracuse scrimmages. They will be out today to try 
and show Mr. Curtis and Co. how they managed to 
allow Syracuse only 58 yards of total offense in the half 
that they played last week. Should they succeed, it could 
be a banner year for the Dragons who would be happy 
to show the world that they manufacture Big Red 
Machines in other than just Cincinnati. 
GAME NOTES: Cortland won both its first and most recent 
games against Springfield, but it's been tough sledding in between 
for the Dragons. The series resumed last year after a 15-year 
intermission. The two schools first met in 1946. the year Cort­
land resumed football after a three-year lay-off because of the 
war. They played the next seven consecutive years and the best 
the Dragons could muster was a 14-14 deadlock in 1952. Last 
year, leading 27-21 late in the fourth, quarterback John Anselmo 
found Earl Rogers in the end zone in a crucial fourth and 26 
situation. The fine catch by Rogers took the last of the steam 
out of the Chiefs and iced a Cortland season-opening win. Joe 
Bramante rushed for 119 yards on 23 carries and scored twice. 
Dave Urick, graduated linebacker and captain, was the defensive 
standout. He had two interceptions, knocked down two passes, 
had 10 unassisted tackles and was named to the ECAC weekly 
team for his efforts. The Dragons allowed only 67 yards rushing 
while being touched for 174 through the air, mostly on the 10 
receptions by the Chieftain All-America candidate, John Curtis 
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COACH TED DUNN CO-CAPTAIN EMIL PAULI 
Launching his 13th fall INDIAN RAIDING PARTY Offensive Tackle 
as chief of SC's grid program 
RECEIVER JOHN CURTIS 
All alone in the New England 1,000 yard club 
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RED DRAGONS 
1970 
Left to right, first row: Mike Coppeto, Al King, Paul Besstak, Terry DeBoy, Joe Bramante, John Anselmo, Bob Donnelly, Mike White, Earl Rogers, Dear* 
Peterson. Second row: John Curtis, Tom Wilson, George Homokay, Jack Fisher, Mickey Spillett, Fred Ciampi, Tom Butcher, Ken Teetz, Tom Spadaford, 
Roger Robinson, head coach. Third row: Jay Greaney, Chuck Amo, Ken Miller, John Spoto, Steve Girard, Len S chlacter, Jim Van Wormer, Pete Diffender-
fer, Paul Wehrum, Bill Husak, Doug Parsons, linebacker coach. Fourth row: Carl Cairo, Ed Zukowski, Jim Boyce, John Mady, Chuck Sillence, Larry Sackett, 
Gary Metz, Russ Jarem, Bob Bunce, Hank Carpenter, Andy Grieve, defensive backfield coach. Fifth row: Bob Wallace, head frosh coach, Bob Salamone, 
Steve Wojnar, Tim Marrin, Bob Del Rosso, Bob Eubanks, Rocky Conte, John Needle, Van Berg, Mark Sullivan, John Taisey, Jack Emmer, defensive interior 
line coach. Sixth row: Vince Gomino, frosh coach, Jack Stubbs, John Chiaseria, Bruce Sarro, Billy G iugliano, Ran Riggins, Bob Lucien, Al Brunetti, Steve 
Baughman, John Fritz, Mark Minsch, Larry Martin, offensive interior line coach. Seventh row: Andy Oleski, frosh coach, Karl Seabrook, John Haring, Tom 
Egan, Sam Ravenel, John Sciera, trainer, John Fowler, Carl Hinkle, scouting team coach, Pete Warner, frosh coach. 
AFTER THE MME... DRINK WITH THE DRAGONS? 
BEER AND DRINK SPECIALS AFTER EVER* HOME GAME! 
SANDWICHES 
MO COVER NO MINIMUM 
DANCING 
lt(e< 
LIVEEWTtRTAINMCNT N16HTLV UGHT SRDYj- BANG0E T3-SOUTH OF CORUAND AOSfSFOM AfcW 
TURKEY III 
14 MAIN STREET 
CORTLAND, N. Y. 
DINNERS and LUNCHES 
SERVED DAILY 
Jerry & Lottie Sheridan, Props. 
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Before you run to buy . . . rent and save 
RENTAL 
CENTER® Party Goods 
Camping Equipment 
Floor Care Equipment 
Electric Power Tools 
Lawn & Garden Tools 
Wheel Chairs & Crutches 
Exercise Equipment 
Bicycles & Toboggans 
Tents & Campers 
Punchbowls 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE! 
76 N. Main St. 
Phone: 753-7383 
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PLAYER PROFILES 
Coach Roger Robinson expected to greet 71 hope­
fuls at pre-season work-outs on August 26. He and his 
staff have had to decide, in the intervening 23 days, 
just which 11 offensive and 11 defensive players would 
answer the opening bell this afternoon. Here is how 
Robinson assessed his personnel, by expected positions, 
early in the summer. Compare this early depth chart to 
today's starting units. None of the numbers next to the 
players' names, which is how they were first ranked 
at their respective positions, have been changed, nor 
have the brief sketches been altered. How good a pre­
dictor was the early depth chart? Are there playes who 
were not ticketed to start in today's opening line-ups? 
How many have been switched to different positions? 
It is probable that 23 days has had a lot to say, result­
ing in alterations to early plans. A diagnosis of changes 
will appear in the program for the Ithaca game. 
OFFENSE 
QUARTERBACKS — The position looks solid with 
experienced members of each class represented on the 
depth chart. If there's a problem, it's that perhaps the 
best passer isn't the best runner and the best runner 
isn't the best passer. 
1. John Anselmo. Back at another shot at the 
record book—fine running threat, especially dangerous 
on run-pass option—has the team's respect in the 
huddle—baseball outfielder, hit .326 and .377 last two 
seasons. 
2. Bill Husak. Strong-armed junior recognized 
as best pure passer among the QP corps—although not 
a particularly strong runner, he executes the option well 
—his forte is the drop-back pass—a pitcher in baseball. 
3. Jay Greaney. Junior squadman provides back­
up depth—midfielder in lacrosse. 
4. Mark Hinsch. Managed to look good without 
much help on sub-par frosh team last fall—has both 
good passing and running potential—as he is a good 
athlete, there is the possibility of some defensive half­
back, also, in his future. 
FULLBACKS — The spot looks well-set. Top two 
from a year ago back; promising freshman coming up. 
1. Tom Butcher. He likes to hit and he can run 
and block—should have a fine year. 
2. Chuck Amo. Very capable junior back-up— 
runs hard, will block—the team won't hurt when he 
spells Butcher. 
3. Bob Salomone. Was frosh fullback last year 
—quick and a hard runner, 195 but only 5-9—put 
together well, adds good depth. 
TAILBACKS — Good depth of quality performers on 
hand here. 
1. Joe Bramante. May have all the rushing rec­
ords after the season—quickest returnee on the team— 
fine attitude, team captain—played lacrosse for the first 
time last spring. 
2. Dave Owens. .An improved junior, quick and 
deceptive. 
3. Pete Dift'enderfer. A junior who missed most 
of last season with heel injury—power type runner, good 
blocker. 
WINGBACKS — It looks as though the incumbent, 
Paul Besstak, will be moved to defensive back. The job 
should be a dogfight between two talented sophs. Either 
should do a better than adequate job although the posi­
tion will be new to both. 
1. Ed Zukowski. ___Was the outstanding runner on 
the frosh two years ago, ineligible last year—being 
given a shot here to get both him and Bramante in the 
same backfield—fine prospect, could develop into a 
good receiver, could be gone in an open field—fast, 
good change of pace, tricky. 
2. Roger Conte. The best runner on last fall's 
frosh—has many of the same qualications as Zukow­
ski, if not quite the breakaway threat—should wage 
good battle for the job—first team midfielder on frosh 
lacrosse squad. 
3. Jim Boyce. —A junior being moved here from 
fullback for back-up protection. 
SPLIT ENDS — Have probably never been better set 
here since school took up football in 1925. Two good 
proven ones and a speedster. 
1. Earl Rogers. There may not be a better receiver 
around—had offers out of high school to go to big 
schools—some amazing catches by him can be seen in 
the coaches' film library from over the past two years— 
he can run with the ball after he gets it—big, strong 
hands and he's a leaper. He averaged 17.5 yards per 
reception on 55 catches the past two years. 
2. Larry Sackett. He causes a pleasant problem 
—he's too good not to play—was rated excellent re­
ceiver by middle of last year—will give tremendous 
effort in reaching and catching ball—will probably play 
some wingback/flanker during passing situations. 
3. Dan Houtman. Recruited off track squad 
where he goes 9.8—a junior, the staff hopes he can 
develop—could be a kick-run-back specialist. 
TIGHT ENDS — Three juniors should see to it that 
they hold up their end of the line. 
1. Steve Girard. He was the starter here as a 
soph last year, did very creditable job—good blocker 
and receiver, though not a real running threat with the 
ball—it will be hard to dislodge him. 
2. Chuck Sillence. Missed most of last season 
with a knee injury, should push for the job if healthy—-
has the tools. 
3. Steve Baughman. At 6-5, 215, has to rate a 
good look although he hasn't played position before. 
TACKLES — This looks to be the leanest group of 
any. Only one dependable, known quantity available. 
Someone must come through among newcomers to the 
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(continued on page 32) 
Cortland Varsity Football R oster 
Pos. Class Ht. Wt. Home Town High School 
Amo, Chuck FB Jr. 6-0 195 Kenmore Kenmore West 
Anselmo, John QB Sr. 5-11 187 Freeport Freeport 
Baughman, Steve TE Jr. 6-5 195 Groton Lansing Central 
Berg, Van OG So. 6-0 215 Flushing Flushing 
Besstak, Paul DB Sr. 6-1 192 Williamsville Williamsville 
Boyce, Jim WB Jr. 5-10 185 E. Rochester E. Rochester 
Bramante, Joe TB Sr. 5-10 195 Newark Newark 
Brucia, George MG So. 6-0 195 Bellmore Well C. Mepham 
Brunetti, Al C Jr. 6-1 215 N. Bellmore Well C. Mepham 
Bunce, Bob LB Jr. 6-0 185 Rochester Brighton 
Butcher, Tom FB Sr. 6-1 212 S. Dayton Pine Valley 
Cairo, Carl MG Jr. 5-2 175 Port Chester Port Chester 
Cappeto, Mike MG Sr. 5-9 209 Massapequa Berner 
Carpenter, Hank DE Jr. 5-11 170 N. Bellmore Well C. Mepham 
Chiasera, John LB Jr. 5-10 210 N. Tonawanda N. Tonawanda 
Ciampi, Fred K Sr. 6-3 211 Lawrence Lawrence 
Clemens, Tom C Sr. 6-2 211 Yonkers Gorton 
Conte, Roger WB So. 5-10 181 Oneonta Oneonta 
Curtis, John DB Sr. 6-0 188 Mt. Upton Mt. Upton Central 
DeBoy, Terry LB Sr. 6-0 205 Salamanca Salamanca Central 
Del Rosso, Bob DT So. 6-0 210 Elmont Sewanahka 
Diffenderfer, Pete TB Jr. 6-1 202 Sidney Sidney 
Donnelly, Bob OG Sr. 6-0 229 Massapequa Park Massapequa 
Egan, Tom WB Jr. 5-10 175 E. Meadow E. Meadow 
Eubanks, Bob DT So. 5-11 210 Nyack Nyack 
Fisher, Jack DE Sr. 6-2 198 Uniondale Uniondale 
Fritz, John DB Jr. 6-1 178 Auburn Central High 
Frood, Mike C Jr. 6-1 191 E. Hampton E. Hampton 
Girard, Steve TE Jr. 6-3 196 Tonawanda Kenmore East 
Giuglianio, Billy LB Jr. 5-11 195 New Hyde Park N. H. P. Memorial 
Graham, Ron DG Sr. 5-9 200 Brooklyn Madison 
Greaney, Jay QB Jr. 5-11 183 Massapequa Massapequa 
Grebinar, Phil QT Sr. 5-10 210 Merrick Well C. Mepham 
Hammond, Rick LB So. 6-0 182 Massapequa Massapequa 
Haring, John SE Jr. 5-9 155 S. Lansing Lansing 
Hinsch, Mark QB So. 6-0 175 Pleasant Valley Arlington High 
Homokay, George DT Jr. 6-4 230 Rome Rome Free Academy 
Houtman, Dan OE Jr. 5-11 175 Ithaca Ithaca 
Husak, Bill QB Jr. 6-1 185 Auburn Auburn 
Jarem, Russ DB Jr. 5-10 190 Troy Tamarac 
King, Al OG Jr. 5-11 188 Nanuet Clarkstown 
Lucien, Bob DT Jr. 6-1 220 Bellerose Well C. Mepham 
Mady, John LB Jr. 5-10 192 Fishers Manlius 
Marrin, Tim C So. 6-1 210 Garden City Garden City 
Metz, Gary OT Jr. 5-11 210 Yonkers Roosevelt 
Miller, Dick OG So. 6-1 212 Mineola Mineola 
Miller, Ken K Jr. 5-11 178 Dryden Dryden Central 
Needle, John DB Jr. 5-10 178 Liverpool Liverpool 
Owens, Dave TB Jr. 5-10 170 Coram Long Wood 
Peterson, Dean DB Sr. 6-0 193 Woodmere Lawrence 
Ravenel, Sam DT So. 6-1 215 Brooklyn Midwood 
Riggins, Dan DE Sr. 6-3 212 Wallkill Wallkill Central 
Rogers. Earl OE Sr. 6-3 193 Binghamton Catholic Central 
Sackett, Larry OE Jr. 6-0 180 Apalachin Owego Free Academy 
Salomone, Bob FB So. 5-9 195 Eastport Mercy 
Sarro, Bruce C Jr. 6-0 208 Huntington Station Huntington 
Seabrook, Karl DG So. 5-10 206 Yonkers Gorton 
Schlacter, Len OT Jr. 6-3 235 Syracuse Henninger 
Shaw, Andy DE So. 6-0 190 Elmira Heights Thomas A. Edison 
Sillence, Chuck TE Jr. 5-11 200 Hamburg Hamburg 
Spadafora, Tom DB Sr. 5-9 175 Oneida Oneida 
Spillett, Mickey DB Sr. 6-2 193 Solvay Solvay 
Spoto, John OG Jr. 6-0 212 Auburn Mt. Carmel 
Steigerwald, Steve DB Sr. 6-1 177 Massapequa Massapequa 
Stubbs, Jack DT So. 6-1 222 Seneca Falls Mynderse Academy 
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Robinson hooks to Eighth Winning Season 
Roger Robinson begins his eighth year with a 39-19 
record and has never had a losing year at Cortland. In 
fact, no team with which he has been associated as a 
coach has ever suffered a sub-.500 campaign. Robinson 
came to Cortland in 1963 after serving as backfield 
coach and freshman track head for six years at Harvard. 
Prior to that he was head coach at Port Jervis High 
School in football and track, 1951-56, and before that 
served as line coach for two years under the late Andy 
Kerr at Lebanon Valley (Pa.) 
Robinson graduated from Syracuse in 1947 and 
picked up his master's from the same school a year 
later. Upon graduation he played in the East-West 
Shrine Game in San Francisco and was also drafted by 
the Washington Redskins but passed on a shot at a pro 
career in favor of entering the teaching/coaching pro­
fession. He was a two-way performer at single wing 
tailback and defensive safety. The father of eight is an 
associate professor in the Physical Education Depart­
ment. He will work with the offensive backs and kickers. 
OFFENSIVE INTERIOR LINE: Larry Martin is a 
graduate of SUC Cortland where he was a two-year 
starter as an end under "Chugger" Davis. He also 
played golf as an undergrad and is presently the Col­
lege's golf coach. He spent 10 years in the high school 
ranks before returning to Cortland. He holds a doctor­
ate from Springfield. 
DEFENSIVE INTERIOR LINE: Jack Emmer be­
gins his second year in Dragon country and is also the 
varsity lacrosse coach. A 1967 graduate of Rutgers, he 
captained both the football and lacrosse squads. He 
holds most Rutgers pass receiving records. A 13th 
round pick of the New York Jets, he was a late cut and 
subsequently played two years with the pro long Long 
Island Bulls. He coached and taught two years in Long 
Island high schools. 
DEFENSIVE BACKS: Andy Grieve moves to this 
post after five years as head of the Baby Dragon grid-
ders. A graduate of Ithaca College and N.Y.U., he 
spent 17 years in New York and Pennsylvania prep 
ranks before coming to Cortland in 1965. 
DEFENSIVE ENDS: Jerry Casciani comes to Cort­
land after serving as district department head of health 
and physical education in York, Pa. He is a Springfield 
grad where he played football and wrestled. He will be 
frosh wrestling coach. Previous coaching assignments 
have been at York J.C., Manhasset H.S., and Baltimore 
J.C. where he coached a national championship lacrosse 
team. He holds a master's from Penn State. 
SCOUT TEAMS: Carl Hinkle will be in charge of 
setting up coming opponents' offenses and defenses. A 
graduate of Montana State where he played football, 
he has assisted the past two years at Ithaca College and 
Cornell, respectively. 
RECEIVERS: Pete Warner comes back to his alma 
mater as a grad assistant after two years of teaching/ 
coaching and try-outs with the Houston Oilers and 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats. He's one of the best receivers 
ever to play for Robinson. 
LINEBACKERS: Doug Parsons played two years of 
linebacker at Cortland before an army stint that in­
cluded a Viet Nam tour. 
FRESHMAN COACH: Bob Wallace is back in foot­
ball after missing a year due to a sabbatical leave. He 
studied secondary physical education in Europe. Wal­
lace is a '53 Cortland grad and was an outstanding QB 
under Davis. He began his teaching and coaching at 
Cortland in 1956. He also serves as varsity baseball 
coach and in 13 seasons has a winning percentage of 
.714. He has never had a losing season. 
ASSISTANT: Vince Conino recently was named 
second runner-up for the "Rookie Coach of the Year 
Award" among the more than 100 eligible varsity 
wrestling coaches across the country. He was a prep 
standout in football, wrestling and track at Watertown 
High before matriculating at Ohio State, from which 
he graduated in 1960. He was an outstanding wrestler 
with the Buckeyes. He begins his sixth year on the hill 
and will work with the frosh linemen this fall. He re­
cently concluded wrestling and football summer camps 
at nearby Greek Peak. 
ASSISTANT: Andy Oleski is a 1969 Cortland grad­
uate, a letterman in both football and lacrosse. He 
taught at Lincoln Sudbury H.S. in Sudbury, Mass. last 
year, coaching J.V. football and starting a lacrosse pro­
gram at the school. He will work primarily with the 
defensive backs, the position he played, and will also 
be the freshman lacrosse coach this spring. 
Pos. Class Ht. Wt. Home Town High School 
Sullivan, Mark DB Jr. 6-1 190 Troy Catholic Central 
Taisey, John DB Jr. 6-0 172 Syracuse Corcoran 
Teetz, Ken LB Sr. 6-0 192 Gloversville Gloversville 
Van Derzee, Gary OT Jr. 6-2 210 Trumansburg Trumansburg 
Van Wormer, Jim DE Sr. 6-1 190 Adams Center Immaculate Heart Central 
Wehrum, Paul DB Jr. 6-0 170 Freeport Freeport 
White, Mike DT Jr. 6-3 235 Pleasant Valley Arlington 
Wilson, Tom OT Jr. 6-4 206 Sidney Sidney 
Winsky, Jerry DB Jr. 5-11 186 Great Neck Great Neck North High 
Wojnar, Steve DE So. 6-2 200 Baldwin Baldwin 
Zukowski, Ed WB So. 5-9 174 Waterloo Waterloo 
11 
COACHES 
From front left around table: Carl Hinkle, Andy Oleski, Jack Emmer, Vince Gonino, Roger Robinson, Pete Warner, 
Larry Martin, Doug Parsons, Bob Wallace, Andy Grieve. Not shown is Jerry Casciani. 
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CORTLAND RED DRAGONS 
CHUCK AMO FB 
Kenmore phys. ed. 
JOHN ANSELMO QB 
Freeport phys. ed. 
STEVE B AUGHMAN TE 
Groton phys. ed. 
PAUL BESSTAK WB 
Williamsville phys. ed. 
JIM BOYCE FB 
E. Rochester phys. ed. 
JOE BRAMANTE TB 
Newark phys. ed. 
AL BRIJNETTI C 
N. Bellmore phys. ed. 
BOB BUNCE LB 
Rochester phys. ed. 
Niagara Falls phys. ed. 
TOM BUTCHER FB 
S. Dayton phys. ed. 
, I 
FRED CA MPI P 
Lawrence phys. ed. 
MIKE CAPPETO MG 
Massapequa phys. ed. 
ROCKY CONTE HB 
Oneonta phys. ed. 
HANK CARPENTER DE 
N. Bellmore phys. ed. 
JOHN CURTIS DB 
Mt. Upton phys. ed. 
13  
CORTLAND RED DRAGONS 
TERRY DEBOY LB 
Salamanca elem. ed. 
PETE DIFFENDERFER WB 
Sidney recreation 
BOB DONNELLY OG 
Massapequa Park phys. ed. 
BOB DEL ROSSO DT 
Elmont phys. ed. 
JOHN FOWLER OG 
New Hartford biology 
BILLY GIUGLIANO LB 
New Hyde Park phys. ed. 
MARK HINSCH QB 
Pleasant Valley phys. ed. 
MIKE FROOD C 
E. Hampton phys. ed. 
JAY GREANEY QB 
Massapequa phys. ed. 
BOB EUBANKS DT 
Nyack recreation 
JACK FISHER DE 
Uniondale phys. ed. 
STEVE G IRARD TE 
Liverpool phys. ed. 
JOHN FRITZ DB 
Auburn social studies 
JOHN HARING 
S. Lansing 
SE 
phys. ed. 
SE 
history 
TOM EGAN 
E. Meadow 
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CORTLAND RED DRAGONS 
LARRY SACKETT OE 
Apalachin phys. ed. 
GEORGE HOMOKAY DT 
Rome phys. ed. 
BOB LUCIEN DT 
Bellerose phys. ed. 
JOHN NEEDLE DB 
Liverpool phys. ed. 
EARL ROGERS OE 
Binghamton sec. soc. studies 
BILL HUSAK QB 
Auburn phys. ed. 
TIM MARRIN C 
Garden City phys. ed. 
DEAN PETERSON DB 
Woodmere phys. ed. 
BOB SALAMONE FB 
Eastport phys. ed. 
BRUCE SARRO C 
Huntington Sta. phys. ed. 
RUSS JAREM DB 
Troy phys. ed. 
AL KING OG 
Nanuet phys. ed. 
KEN MILLER LB 
Dryden phys. ed. 
OT 
phys. ed. 
DAN RIGGINS DE 
Wallkill early sec. science 
GARY METZ 
Yonkers 
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CORTLAND RED DRAGONS 
MICKEY SPILLET DB 
Syracuse phys. ed. 
KEN TEETZ 
Gloversville phys. ed. 
MIKE WHITE 
Pleasant Valley 
JOHN SPOTO OG 
Auburn phys. ed. 
GARY VAN DERZEE OT 
Trumansburg phys. ed. 
TOM WILSON DT 
Sidney phys. ed. 
KARL SEAB ROOK MG 
Yonkers poli. science 
JACK STUBBS 
Seneca Falls 
OT 
phys. ed. 
JIM VAN WORMER DE 
Adams Center phys. ed. 
STEVE WOJNAR DE 
Baldwin English 
TOM SPADAFORA DB 
Oneida phys. ed. 
LEN SCHLACTER OT 
Syracuse phys. ed. 
Syracuse phys. ed. 
PAUL WEHRUM DB 
Freeport phys. ed. 
ED ZUKOWSKI TB 
Waterloo phys. ed. 
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THE HOLLYWOOD 
27 Groton Ave. 
PIZZAS 
CUP SPECIALTY 
Marian and Joe Aloi—Prop. 
"On to Victory/" 
THE BANK 
35 Main St. 
£njoy. the unique atmosphere 
John Aloi—Prop. 
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Wouldn't an ice cold Coke 
taste good right now? 
Cortland Springfield 
84 
79 
63 
55 
66 
78 
80 
12 
20 
32 
22 
98 
76 
33 
77 
99 
34 
54 
26 
28 
25 
44 
PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS 
OFFENSE 
Earl Rogers SE 
Len Schlacter LT 
Gary Metz f, LG 
Al Brunetti C 
Bob Donnelly RG 
Phil Grebinar RT 
Steve Girard TE 
John Anselmo QB 
Tom Spadafora WB 
Tom Butcher FB 
Ed Zukowski TB 
DEFENSE 
Jim Van Wormer LE 
Mike White LT 
Billy Giugliano MG 
Mike Cappeto RT 
Jack Fisher RE 
Terry DeBoy LLB 
Ken Teetz RLB 
Paul Wehrum LCB 
Russ Ja rem TS 
John Curtis TS 
Mickey Spillett RCB 
Cortland Squad 
1 0  
11 
1 2  
14 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
25 
26 
2 8  
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
36 
40 
42 
44 
46 
52 
53 
54 
55 
60 
6 2  
63 
66 
68 
69 
70 
72 
Greaney QB 
Husak QB 
Anselmo QB 
Besstak WB 
Spadafora WB 
Braniante TB 
Zukowski TB 
Curtis S 
Wehrum CB 
Jarem S 
Amo FB 
Miller LB 
Butcher FB 
Giugliano MG-LB 
DeBoy LB 
Chiasera LB 
Diffenderfer TB 
Peterson S 
Spillett CB 
Conte S-WB 
Marrin C 
Bunce LB 
Teetz LB 
Brunetti C 
Spoto OG 
Berg OG 
Metz OG 
Donnelly OG 
King OG 
Fowler Oi 
Del Rosso DT 
Van Derzee 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
8 1  
8 2  
84 
88 
89 
90 
92 
94 
96 
98 
99 
Wilson DT 
Homokay DT 
While DT 
Cappeto DT-MG 
Grebinar OT 
Schlacter OT 
Girard TE 
Carpenter DE 
Sackett SE 
Rogers SE 
Baughman TE 
Riggins TE 
Eubanks MG-LB 
Ciampi P 
Lucien DT 
Wojnar DT 
Van Wormer DE 
Fisher DE 
Becker CB 
Boyce FB 
Cairo MG 
Chumas K 
Egan SE 
Fritz S 
Haring SE 
Needle S 
Ravenel OT 
Salomone FB 
Sarro C 
Seabrook MG 
Stubbs OT 
Westcatt CB 
PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS 
OFFENSE 
80 Oliver Wilson LE 
72 John Evangelista LT 
52 John Hanff LG 
51 David Rough C 
65 Alan Nummy RG 
70 Emil Pauli RT 
87 John Curtis RE 
15 Paul Ingram QB 
34 Wayne Sanborn FB 
25 Mark Kingdon LH 
41 John Kozlowski RH 
DEFENSE 
83 Bob Liljedahl LE 
74 Ed Winslow LT 
71 Jim Woodward RT 
35 Bob Turley RE 
56 Kurt VanValkenburgh LLB 
81 Bernie Barboza RLB 
22 Phil Mourtzakis LCB 
24 Dave Rakita RCB 
13 Neil Boissoneau LH 
20 Bob Wojtukiewicz RH 
16 Willie Boynton S 
Springfield Squad 
10 Woods DHB 50 
1 1 Dunne DHB 51 
12 Bradley CB 52 
13 Boisseneau DHB 54 
14 Fucile DHB 55 
15 Ingram QB 56 
16 Boynton S 57 
17 DeFilippo QB 58 
18 Carroll QB 59 
19 Marinelli S 60 
20 Wojtukiewicz S 61 
21 Deary DHB 62 
22 Mourtzakis DHB 63 
23 Biddiscombe DHB 64 
34 Rakita CB 65 
25 Kingdon HB 66 
26 Drowne, DHB 67 
27 Gleason FB 68 
28 Perry DHB 69 
29 Haluch DHB 70 
30 Malespina CB 71 
31 Libardoni CB 72 
32 DiCocco FB 73 
33 Young FB 74 
34 Sanborn FB 75 
35 Turley LB 76 
36 Bermudez LB 77 
37 Hult S 78 
38 DeBrocky DHB 79 
39 Jones CB 80 
40 Anderson HB 81 
41 Kozlowski HB 82 
42 Volo HB 83 
43 Rivard DE 84 
44 Gray HB 85 
45 Gebo HB 86 
46 Manser HB 87 
47 Elliot DE 88 
48 Meir CB 89 
49 Capron DHB 
Stu Battle C 
Rough C 
Hanff OG 
Mason OG 
Lynch LB 
VanValkenburgh LB 
John Gill is LB 
Cohun LB 
Kyriacopulos C 
Knight OG 
Moore OG 
Lamson OG 
Papas DE 
Hart OG 
Nummy OG 
Rupert LB 
Darcangelo DT 
Duncan OT 
Longo DT 
Pauli OT 
Woodward DT 
Gillis DT 
Evangelista OT 
Winslow DT t1 
Adams OT 
Lufkin DT 
Pomales LB 
Kenney DHB 
Stan Battle OT 
Wilson OE 
Barboza LB 
Magee DT 
Liljedahl DE 
Garlick DE 
Lusignan OE 
DeSanti OE 
Curtis OE 
Hollencamp OE 
Rice OE 
Cortland Coca Cola Bottling Co., 160 Homer Ave., Cortland, N. V. 
"COCA-COLA" AND "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. 
It's the real thing . Coke. 
Trade-mark @ 
IVIARIIME IVIIDI-AINID 
TRUST COMPANY 
OF SOUTHERN NEW YORK 
EVERY B ANKING SERVICE UNDER ONE ROOF 
CORTLAND OFFICE 
MEMBER F. D. I. C. 
The Best to the Red Dragons 
from all the employees of your 
campus store 
THE C OLLEGE S TORE 
Neubig Hall 
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No. 
75 
40 
81 
50 
79 
23 
13 
1 6  
1 2  
49 
1 8  
87 
67 
2 1  
38 
17 
86 
32 
26 
68 
11 
47 
73 
14 
84 
45 
72 
57 
27 
44 
29 
52 
64 
88 
37 
15 
39 
78 
25 
41 
60 
59 
6 2  
31 
83 
69 
76 
85 
55 
8 2  
30 
46 
19 
48 
6 1  
54 
2 2  
65 
63 
70 
2 8  
77 
24 
89 
43 
51 
66 
34 
35 
56 
42 
80 
74 
20 
10 
71 
33 
36 
Springfield V arsity Football S quad 
Name Pos. Hf. Wt. Class Hometown 
'Adams, George OT 6'3" 250 Sr. Douglaston, N. Y.. 
Anderson, Charles _ — HB 5' 10" 180 So. Mt. Upton, N. Y. 
"Barboza, Bernie __ ___ LB 6'1" 207 Sr. Middleboro 
Battle, Stewart _ _ C 6'0" 200 So. Springfield 
Battle, Stanley _ _ OT 6'0" 207 So. Springfield 
Biddiscombe, Robert . _ DHB 5'10" 153 So. Jefferson 
Boissoneau, Neil _ DHB 5'8" 160 Jr. Kensington, Conn. 
"Boynton, Willie _ DB 6'l" 180 Jr. Skowhegan, Me. 
Bradley, Kevin __ __ CB 6'l" 163 Jr. W. Hartford, Conn. 
Capron, Nicholas _ DHB 5'11" 158 So. Gardner 
Carrol, Richard ___ QB 6'0" 173 So. Reading 
Cervizzi, Steven C 6'1" 225 So. Whitinnsville 
"Curtis, John _ OE 6'3" 210 Sr. Newark, N. J. 
Darcangelo, Robert DT 5'6" 175 Sr. Binghamton, N. Y. 
Deary, Michael _ DB 5' 10" 165 So. Putnam, Conn. 
DeBrocky, Steven _ DHB 6'l" 181 Jr. White Plains, N. Y. 
DePilippo, Eugene QB 5' 10" 177 So. Northampton 
Desanti, James _ OE 6'3" 215 So. Wilbraham 
Dicocco, Anthony __ FB 6'0" 195 Jr. Schenectady, N. Y. 
"Drowne, Harold _ _ . DHB 5'10" 180 Sr. Danbury, Conn. 
Duncan, Larry QT 6'2" 230 Sr. Springfield, Ohio 
Dunne, Kevin DB 5'10" 170 Sr. W. Hartford, Conn. 
Elliot, Robert DE 6'l" 187 So. Enfield, Conn. 
Evangelista, John _ - OT 6'l" 224 Jr. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Fucile, Vin __ DHB 5 ' n "  180 So. Middlebury, Vt. 
Garlick, Raymond DE 6'l" 195 Jr. Dedham 
"Gebo, Jan _ _ HB 5'9" 186 Sr. Westboro 
"Gillis, Jeff DT 5'9" 200 Jr. Weymouth 
Gillis, John LB 5' 10" 200 So. Wilmington 
Gleason, Charles FB 5'8" 172 Jr. Northampton 
Gray, William HB 5'8" 175 So. Berkeley, Calif. 
Haluch, Thomas DHB 5'9" 165 Sr. Ludlow 
"Hanff, John ___ OG 6'2" 225 Sr. Greenport, N. Y. 
Hart, George OG 6'0" 225 Jr. Newington, Conn. 
Hollenkamp, Gregory OE 6'3" 185 Jr. W. Concord 
Hult, Dana S 5'11" 168 So. Melrose 
"Ingram, Paul _ QB 5'n" 165 Sr. Falmouth 
Jones, David QB 5 ' n "  170 So. Bronx, N. Y. 
Kenney, Jeffrey HB 5'9" 205 So. Bernardston 
Kingdon, Mark HB 5 ' n "  182 Sr. Holden 
"Kozlowski, John HB 5 ' n "  195 Sr. Milford, Conn. 
Knight, Robert _ ___ OG 5'8" 205 So. Skowhegan, Me. 
Kozol, Ed C 6'1" 205 So. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 
Kryliacopulos, John C 5 ' n "  212 Jr. Gardner 
Lamson, Ralph ___ OG 5 ' n "  220 So. Irvington, N. Y. 
Lewis, Robert DB 5'8" 160 Jr. Chicopee 
Libardoni, Bill CB 5'8" 170 So. Somerville 
"Liljedahl, Robert DE 6'3" 220 Jr. Avon, Conn. 
Longo, Brian DT 6'0" 230 Sr. Manchester, N. H. 
Lufkin, Ronald DT 6'0" 195 So. Grafton 
Lusignan, Michael OE 6 '1"  190 Sr. Shrewsbury 
Lynch, Chris LB 5'9" 191 So. Lisle, N. Y. 
Magee, John DT 6'2" 212 Jr. Westminister, Md. 
Malespina, Bill CB 5'9" 165 Jr. Oakridge, N. J. 
Manser, Jim HB 5'11" 180 So. Chesapeake Be., Md. 
Marinelli, Louis S 5'11" 190 Jr. Elmsford, N. Y. 
Meir, David CB 5'10" 170 Jr. Schenectady, N. Y. 
Moore, Gregory _ OG 5'10" 195 So. Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Moson, John _ _ _ _ _ _  O G  5'10" 215 So. Westfield 
Mourtzakis, Phil _ _ _ _  D H B  5'9" 175 Jr. Richmond, Va. 
"Nummy, Alan _ _ _ _  O G  5'10" 210 Sr. Chicopee 
Papas, Nick _ __ DE 5'11" 195 So. Watertown 
"Pauli, Emil _ OT 6'1" 227 Sr. Brookfield 
Perry, Chris _ _ _  D H B  5 ' n "  180 So. Georgetown 
Pomales, Ismael LB 5'8" 219 So. Bridgeport, Conn. 
"Rakita, David CB 5'10" 175 Sr. Levittown, Pa. 
Rice, William OE 6'0" 167 So. Kicksville, N. Y. 
Rivard, Roland DE 6'l" 200 So. Attleboro 
Rough, David _ C 6'5" 215 Sr. Whippany, N. J. 
Rupert, Bruce LB 5'n" 190 Jr. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Sanborn, Wayne _ FB 6'0" 200 Sr. Orange 
Santana, Clyde _ _ _  D H B  5'5" 156 So. Long Island C., N. Y. 
"Turley, Robert DE 6'0" 200 Sr. Ilion, N. Y. 
"VanValkenburgh, Kurt LB 5'8" 1 80 Sr. Schenectady, N. Y. 
Volo, Brian - _ _ _  D H B  5'10" 180 Jr. Ilion, N. Y. 
Wilson, Oliver OE 5'n" 178 So. Worcester 
"Winslow, Edward DT 5'9" 200 Jr. Falmouth 
Wojtukiewicz, Bob S 5 ' n "  180 Sr. Gardner 
"Woods, Paul _ _ _ _  D H B  5'9" 179 Jr. North Reading 
Woodward, James DT 5'11" 220 So. Holland 
Young, Robert FB 6'0" 200 So. Washington, D. C. 
Magnotta, John DT 6'2" 212 Jr. Westminister, Md. 
Bermudez, Louis LB 5'10" 190 So. Staten Island, N. Y. 
KEY TO SYMBOLS 
QB—Quarterback; HB—Offensive Halfback; DHB—Defensive Halfback; LB—Linebacker; CB—Cornerback; 
FB—Fullback; C—Center; OT—Offensive Tackle; DT—Defensive Tackle; OE—Offensive End; 
DE—Defensive End; S—Safety; *—Letterman; t—Captain. 
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THE HUDDLE 
"Home of the Good Guys'' 
103 MAIN STREET 
DELTA KAPPA 
PHONE 756-9635 
GOOD LUCK, RED DRAGONS! 
Brothers of 
50 TOMPKINS STREET 
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$9-8 Million HPER Center Being Built 
To Serve Needs of a Growing Campus 
Work has begun on the construction of the Col­
lege at Cortland's $9.8 million Health, Physical Educa­
tion and Recreation Center which has been designed to 
meet the unique requirements of Cortland's HPER 
curriculum. The center will accommodate classrooms 
and other teaching spaces as well as activity areas and 
will be situated across the service road and to the west 
of the existing Lusk Field House. 
The Division of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation presently is located in the Moffett Center in 
the principal academic area of the campus and it is 
anticipated that most of the division's activities will be 
moved to the new Center when construction is com­
pleted in 1972. 
The Division comprises the Departments of 
Health Education, Men's Physical Education, Women's 
Physical Education and Recreation Education. The 
Division's 1969 fall enrollment totaled 989 at the under­
graduate level and 129 in graduate studies. The Col­
lege's total enrollment for the year was approximately 
4,800 students. 
In addition to serving the needs of the HPER 
major programs, the new Center will provide facilities 
to serve the increasing needs of students in all divisions 
of the College. Non-majors represent a sizable portion 
of the students enrolled in HPER courses each year. 
The architectural firm of Sargent-Webster-Cren­
shaw & Folley of Syracuse designed the building after 
consultation with members of the appropriate staffs of 
the Division of Health, Physical Education and Recre­
ation and especially with the advice of Dean Whitney 
T. Corey (now acting vice president for academic 
affairs). 
The bottom, or basement, level will house ten 
handball and eight squash courts, a wrestling room 
and an exercise room. To the south will be a 50-meter 
pool which will have six lanes, two one-meter boards 
and two-three meter boards. Electronic timers are plan­
ned and an upstairs gallery will seat 1,000 people. 
The ground level is to include an enclosed hockey 
rink to the west which will have its own locker area 
and will accommodate approximately 2,500 spectators 
on the second level. Showers and both men's and 
women's lockers will be on this level as will be all 
offices for male faculty. 
On the same floor will be three team rooms, a 
training room, a fencing and motor learning room, a 
laboratory classroom complex for human performance, 
five classrooms (including one over-sized), a faculty 
lounge, a student reading lounge and a tiered-seat audi­
torium for lecture-demonstrations. 
Aside from the hockey rink gallery, the second, 
or top, floor will include a drafting room and construc­
tion laboratory for the Recreation Department and that 
department's faculty offices. The swimming pool gallery 
is also on this level as are concession and rest room 
facilities and three dance studios—one each for modern 
dance, social forms, and choreography. 
The middle of this level will be occupied by the 
main competition gym which will be comprised of three 
full-sized 94 x 50-foot basketball courts laid side by 
side. Sliding bleachers will cover the outside courts 
when needed and will seat approximately 3,600. There 
will be a press box parallel to the main floor. 
One end of the level calls for a small gymnasium 
and an adjacent competitive gymnastics gym. Offices for 
women faculty members, a Men's Athletic Association 
meeting room and intramural headquarters complete 
the level. 
Budget economies dictate a structural steel frame 
for the Center, with exposed finishes throughout and 
a compactly organized system of mechanical and elec­
trical equipment. A 12-inch by 12-inch brick unit is to 
be used for the exterior building material, chosen for its 
compatibility with the architectural massiveness of the 
building. 
The J.G.A. Construction Corporation of Syracuse 
was the successful bidder on the contract for the project. 
Electrical work will be performed by Randall Electric, 
Inc., of Syracuse, and the plumbing, heating, ventilating 
and air conditioning work will be performed by Kenneth 
A. Taylor, Inc. also of Syracuse. 
Building the HPER Center is a part of the State 
University's multi-billion dollar physical development 
program which is directed by the State University Con­
struction Fund, headed by Dr. Anthony G. Adinolfi, 
general manager. This public benefit corporation was 
established in 1962 by the Legislature upon the recom­
mendation of Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller to ex­
pedite the construction of facilities to meet the State 
University's Master Plan requirements. 
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Upta pjt iEpstlim iFratprnity 
Salutes Zkeir Men OH the Tield 
Front row: Al King, Jay Greaney, Tom Spadafora, Bob Donnelyl, Carl Cairo, John 
Anselmo, Joe Gramanfe, Fred Ciampi, Dean Peterson. Second row: Steve Wojnar, 
John Curtis, Bruce Sarro, Mike White, Paul Wehrum, Jim Van Wormer, Paul Besstak. 
Third row: Bob Del Rosso, Bill Husak, Andy Grieve (advisor), Tim Marrin, Rocky 
Conte. 
President—Fred Ciampi Social Chairman—Bruce Goldmacher 
Vice President—Jim Allocco House President—Mike Eidel 
Treasurer—Tom Spadafora Pledgemaster—John Anselmo 
Secretary—Dean Peterson 
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"litt le" PHONE 753-3525 
ftlcVen 
^Hinsit OtaLian (2u.ii.ins. 
3588 WEST ROAD - ROUTE 381 - CORTLAND, N. V. 13045 
FRED 8c THERESA FOOTE 
NEW 
Imperial "400" Motel 
Thrifty Luxury 
Coast to Coast 
28 Port Watson Street 
Wmf 
Near Restaurants 
and Churches 
Downtown Cortland 
Phone: 753-3383 
. 
/lilt 10^ 
Oft 
[y The Home of 
Nationally Known Brands 
Cortland's READY TO WEAR ACCESSORIES 
Leading Sportswear Lingerie 
Department Store Children's Wear China and Glassware 
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Who Are This Year's D ragon All-Americans? 
The school year of 1969-70 produced a bumper 
crop of Cortland Ail-Americans. No less than seven 
hill students were accorded national recognition, four 
in spring sports. Five of these outstanding athletes will 
be back in the red and white this year, trying to dupli­
cate, or better, last year's selections. Can all five re­
peat? Will there be Dragon newcomers to the elite 
corps of the country's best? While you follow the 
1970-71 action, here is a quick look at SUCC's best 
of a year ago. 
FOOTBALL: Earl Rogers and tackle Pat Nugent 
both were named College Division Honorable Mention 
Ail-American by the Associated Press. Rogers is called 
the best Cortland receiver ever (see Page 28 for school 
records). The pros are interested. Nugent, of Brewerton, 
was signed by Canadian football's Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
but failed to make the team. 
SWIMMING: Sophomore tanker Bob Stefferson, 
a Great Neck South High grad, was a two-event Ail-
American. He was eighth nationally (College Division) 
in the 400 individual medley at 4:37, and 12th in the 
200-yard backstroke, 2:09.0. The top 12 finishers in 
each event are named A-A. Bob's only a junior this 
year. 
BASEBALL: Ken Torrey became the first Cort­
land horsehider ever to make A-A. As a junior center 
fielder, the native of Babylon, N. Y. hit .392 and his 
10 triples were the most in the nation by a College 
Division player. He set school season records for: most 
hits, 31; triples, 10; and total bases, 52. He was select­
ed to second team A-A. 
LACROSSE: As a junior, midfielder Donny Hal-
lenbcck was named second team A-A. Hallenbeck, 
the team's tough face-off man, scored 18 points on 13 
goals and five assists to go with a fine all-round field 
game. He's a graduate of Massapequa High. 
In his final season Rich O'Leary, an attackman 
from East Meadow, was named to the third team after 
being a second team selection as a junior. He led the 
team in scoring with 22 goals and 31 assists. He had 
three points in the annual North-South All-Star Game. 
Crease-attackman Paul Wehrum had an outstanding 
sophomore year. The Freeport alum fired in 38 goals 
to go with one assist to rank as the squad's number two 
scorer. He was named A-A Honorable Mention. 
Notes on Cortland's part of the first 101 years of 
collegiate football—While Princeton and Rutgers, the 
two 1869 combatants in college football's inaugural, 
start their 102nd year of football, Cortland's Red 
Dragons launch their 43rd. . . . Six Hill coaches have 
guided the monsters to a record of 162-109-23, a very 
respectable winning percentage of .597. . . . Should 
the Dragons win their first two they would climb above 
.600. . . . Cortland's original 1925 schedule was com­
prised of games with Syracuse Frosh, Slippery Rock, 
St. Bonaventure J.V., Colgate Frosh, Stroudsburg (no 
"East" yet), Mansfield, and Oswego Normal. . . . Not 
only did the next few years pick up modern rival Ithaca, 
but also the likes of Cornell J.V.s and Frosh, Alfred 
Frosh (Cortland didn't play their varsity until 1940 
although the Dragons played their yearlings in 1926), 
Manlius, Keystone Academy, Hartwick, the Morris-
ville Aggies, Arnold College and Genesee Wesleyan. 
. . . Over the years Cortland has met 48 representatives 
of 43 institutions and holds a 28-17-3 all-time-series 
edge. . . . Note the number of schools Cortland has met 
over the seasons that no longer, (a) play football, 
(b) exist. . . . Most wins in one season is eight, 1964; 
most losses, six in 1927 (the year the Babe hit 60 out), 
most ties, three in 1932. . . . The teams of 1932-33 
were undefeated but had five ties between them. . . . 
From 1932 through 1937, "Chugger" Davis teams were 
28-4-7, for an .875 win clip. . . . There have been 
three undefeated seasons but never a perfect year—at 
least one tie each campaign. . . . Winless years were 
1927, 0-6-1, and 1928, 0-5-1. . . . Davis finishd with 
a .610 percentage, Robinson currently .672. . . . The 
game with the University of Indiana (Pa.) will be the 
first grid meeting ever between the schools. . . . The 
average tenure of each Cortland coach has been about 
l/2 years ... 28 seasons with Davis, only one each 
for Hendricks and Hobson, only two with Kumpf. . . . 
Nine games in '70 ties for most contests in one season 
with '64 and '65. . . . Only five games played in 1942 
for the least number played any fall since 1925, ex­
cluding World War II years. 
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FOUR FLAGS STEAK HOUSE 
10 South - West St. 
HOMER, N. Y. 
Robert — Kay Stevens, Prop. 
Harold's 
APPAREL FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN 
• London Fog • Levi's • Mavest Sport Coats 
• Van Heusen • Lord Jeff Sweaters 
• PBM Suits • Jaymar Slacks 
• Robert Bruce Sweaters • Eagle Clothes 
• Hagger Slacks • Harbor Master 
— Corner Main & Port Watson — 
Harry Alpert Jeweler 
Headquarters for Trophies, Plaques 
and Athletic Awards 
73 Main Street 
WilKins/Printers 
OFFSET PRINTING 
4000 West R oad Cortland, New York 
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RECORD AGAINST ALL OPPONENTS 
(Wins by Cortland listed first) 
Adelphi 1-0-0 Hofstra 2-4-0 
American International 2-1-0 Ithaca 14-10-3 
Alfred 9-11-1 Keystone 0-2-0 
Alfred Frosh 1-1-0 Kings 4-1-0 
Arnold College 4-0-1 Lock Haven St. 2-2-1 
Bergen College 3-0-0 Manlius 0-1-0 
Bloomsburg St. 4-3-1 Mansfield St. 9-2-5 
Bridgeport 3-2-0 Maryland St. 0-1-0 
Brockporf 17-2-2 Mohawk 1 -0-0 
Buffalo 4-5-1 Morrisville 1-0-0 
Canisius 1-2-0 Montclair St. 3-1-0 
Central Connecticut 1-0-0 Northeastern 0-4-0 
Clarkson 6-2-0 Oswego 7-2-1 
Colgate J.V. 1-0-0 Rhode Island 0-1-0 
Colgate Frosh 1-3-0 Sampson 1-0-0 
Cornell J.V. 3-2-0 Slippery Rock St. 4-0-0 
Cornell "B" 1-0-0 Springfield 2-6-1 
Cornell Frosh 2-4-0 St. Bonaventure J.V. 1-0-0 
C. W. Post 5-5-0 St. Lawrence 4-5-0 
East Stroudsburg St. 14-15-6 Syracuse J.V. 1-0-0 
Genesee Wesleyan 1-0-0 Syracuse Frosh 1-3-0 
Glassboro St. 2-0-0 Trenton St. 6-0-0 
Hartwick 10-0-0 West Chester St. 0-2-0 
Hobart 2-0-0 Western Maryland 1-2-0 
CORTLAND COACHES AND THEIR RECORDS 
Willard P. Ashbrook 1925-27 9-8-4 .529 
1925: 5-1-1 1926: 4-1-2 1927: 0-6-1 
George Hendricks 1928 0-5-1 .000 
Howard Hobson 1929 3-4-0 .429 
Henry Kumph 1930-31 
6-6-1 .500 1930: 4-3 1931: 2-3-1 
Carl "Chugger" Davis 1932-62 105-67-17 .610 
1932: 4-0-3 1933: 5-0-2 1934: 4-1-1 1935: 6-0-1 
1936: 5-1-0 1937: 4-2-0 1938: 2-4-0 1939: 5-2-0 
1940: 2-5-0 1941: 2-3-1 1942: 4-1-0 
Due to the war, Cortland did not play in 1943-45 
1946: 4-3-0 1947: 5-3-0 1948: 5-1-1 1949: 4-3-0 
1950: 3-4-0 1951: 3-4-0 1952: 4-2-1 1953: 2-3-1 
1954: 2-3-2 1955: 6-1-0 1956: 4-3-0 1957: 4-1-2 
1958: 5-2-0 1959: 2-3-2 I960: 2-5-0 1961: 4-3-0 
1962: 3-4-0 
Roger 1. Robinson 1963-present 39-19-0 .672 
1963: 5-3-0 1964: 8-1-0 1965: 7-2-0 1966: 6-2-0 
1967: 4-4-0 1968: 5-3-0 1969: 4-4-0 
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an island of refreshment 
A&W DRIVE IN 
"Tine foods" 
LOCATED ROUTES 
281—13 CORTLAND, N. Y. 
YOUR FRIENDLY FAMILY STORE 
2 YEAR TERMS ON ALL PURCHASES 
281 Groton Avenue 
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Senior Record Holders 
JOE BRAMANTE, TB JOHN ANSELMO, QB 
FOOTBALL PERFORMANCE RECORDS 
(Fo r  Co l l ege  a t  Cor t l and  s i nce  1954 ,  i nc lu s ive )  
SINGLE GAME 
Tota l  Of f ense  (R ush ing -Pas s ing )  24 9  An se l mo ,  I t haca  1969  
Mos t  Y a r ds  Rush ing  17 4  Radzav i cz ,  B r ockpo r t  19 58  
Mo s t  Ya rds  P as s ing  211  Anse l mo ,  A l f r ed  1 969  
Mos t  T D  P as se s  3  Kane ,  Hof s t r a  1 955 ;  C ongdon ,  Brockpo r t  
1967 ;  Anse l mo ,  I t haca  196 9  
Mos t  P a s se s  A t t emp ted  3 3  C on gdon ,  C .  W.  Po s t  1967  
Mos t  Pa s se s  Compl e t e d  15  C on gdon ,  C .  W .  Po s t  19 68  
Mos t  Recep t i on  Ya rds  128  Roge r s ,  I t ha ca  1969  
Mos t  T D  Pas s  Recep t i on s  2  Schumache r ,  I t haca  1956 ;  Hudak ,  A l f r ed  
196 1 ;  P age,  C .  W .  Po s t  1966 ;  Ve r key ,  
B rockpor t  1967;  Bur ud ,  T ren t o n  1967 ;  
R oge r s ,  A l f r e d  19 68 ,  Brockpor t  19 69  
Mos t  Po in t s  Sco red  24  Duda ,  B r idgepo r t  1 964  
Mos t  TD ' s  S co red  4  Duda ,  B r idgepo r t  19 64  
Mos t  PA T ' s  (K i ck )  10  Rap p ,  B rockpo r t  19 69  
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EARL ROGERS, E 
SEASON 
Total Offense (Rushing-Passing) 1,373 Anselmo 1969 
Most Yards Rushing _ _ _ _ 739 Bramante 1 969 
Most Yards Passing __ _ 1,030 Congdon 1967 
Most TD Passes 9 Congdon 1967; Anselmo 1969 
Most Passes Attempted __ __ 175 Congdon 1967 
Most Passes Completed 76 Congdon 1967 
Most Pass Receptions __ __ __ __ 34 Verkey 1967 
Most Reception Yards ____ ... 560 Rogers 1 969 
Most TD's Scored 60 Duda 1964 
Most Points Scored .. _ 10 Duda 1964 
Most PAT's (Kick) 27 Rapp 1969 
Most Field Goals __ _ 8 Rapp 1969 
Most Points Scored by Kicker _ _ 51 Rapp 1969 
TEAM RECORDS 
Most Points Scored in a Single Game 73 Brockport 1969 
Most Points Scored in a Season 227 1964 
Highest Average Points per Game 27.4 1969 
Total Offense One Season 2,843 1969 
Yards Rushing O ne Season 1,794 1969 
Yards Passing One Season 1,049 1968, 1969 
Most Passes Inte rcepted One Season 17 1966 
OTHER RECORDS 
Longest Field Goal 61 Yards, Shear 1966 
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(Player Profiles continued) 
position. Look out if injuries hit here, already a depth 
problem. 
1. Phil Grebinar. Will be a candidate for all-
regional honors—smartest and best block executioner 
along the line—doesn't miss assignments, good leader 
should be in top shape as has just finished National 
Guard training stint in Louisiana. 
2. Len Schlacter. Being given first dibs on the 
other spot after starting at defensive end last year— 
excellent size at 6-3, 241, and strength—must overcome 
tendency to stand up—could become a blue-chipper. 
3. Tom Wilson, A junior who was the team's 
number three defensive tackle a year back—has the 
size and quickness to develop well. 
4. Gary Metz. Looked good last fall but was 
forced to miss good part of season due to illness—a 
junior, was the outstanding Baby Dragon lineman two 
years ago—versatile, may also be used as a swing man 
at guard. 
5. Rich Miller. Up from frosh where he was one 
of better linemen, but must prove himself against exper­
ienced varsity personnel. 
GUARDS — Another question spot after the starters. 
This spot may get some help from former defensive 
players after the staff feels the defense, which is being 
built first, is set. 
1. Bob Donnelly. Will be an "All" candidate— 
has tremendous potential at 6-0, 229, and exceptional 
strength—had an ankle injury that never came around 
a year ago—has gotten himself into top shape—fine 
trap blocker. 
2. A1 King. Did a good job'here as starting soph 
last year—should improve, though not big, with year's 
experience. 
3. Van Berg. Was a freshman fullback last cam­
paign—has the size, 6-0, 215, and speed to put real 
pressure on King. 
4. John Spoto. As a sophomore last season was 
a second-team guard/tackle swingman. 
CENTERS — This spot is up for grabs, depending 
largely on "ifs." If their heir-apparent from a year ago 
foregoes football, then either a transfer, a soph, or an 
ex-defender will be expected to adequately handle the 
hiking chores. 
1. Tom Clemens..—Was the second-team center a 
year ago, may have to pass up ball to go to work. 
2. A1 Brunetti A transfer from Nassau Com­
munity College's undefeated team, where he was two-
year starter, will be given good look—6-0, 220, comes 
recommended. 
3. Tim Marrin. Was the freshman center, will 
have his hands full. 
4. Mike Frood. A junior, 6-1, 190, will be mov­
ing here from linebacker. 
KICKERS — A replacement for placement specialist 
A1 Rapp must be found. Defensive back John Curtis 
and receiver Larry Sackett will vie for the job and will 
have a big shoe to fill. Fred Ciampi is back to handle 
the punting and hopes to be over the 40-yards-per-
kick average. He was an Honorable Mention All-
Conference baseball pitcher last spring who will be 
pressed by another baseball pitcher, Ken Miller, who 
showed signs of the good leg last year but was erratic. 
DEFENSE 
ENDS — Although untested, Robinson feels that this 
group, while short on credentials, will be capable. He 
has moved last year's starter, Len Schlacter, to offense 
and foresees the strong possibility of juggling other per­
sonnel either to or away from this position during the 
first week of drills. 
1. Jim Van Wormer. A junior, was an alternate 
starter last year—quick with strength, should do a good 
job with a year's experience behind him now. 
2. Jack Fisher. An early season starter until ham­
pered with hamstrong trouble last year—has the agility 
and attitude to win the job back—lacrosse player. 
3. Steve Wojnar. Upcoming soph who played 
defensive end and tackle on the frosh, is a likely pros­
pect at 6-2, 199. 
4. Dan Riggins. Could be a surprise starter—fine 
potential as a freshman three years ago, passed up foot­
ball for basketball where he was a starting forward last 
winter—if he brings his court mobility and aggressive­
ness with him he could help. 
5. Andy Shaw, Was an outstanding high school 
player at Elmira Heights, passed up frosh ball—thought 
he was too small, 6-0, 190. 
6. Hank Carpenter. Being switched from offen­
sive tight end—an outstanding wrestler, 5-11, 176— 
will have to get his weight up—described as quick and 
tough. 
TACKLES — With two returnees with good size, a 
promising transfer, and four sophomores on hand, this 
should be a good group—especially if the sophs push 
the vets for the jobs. 
1. Mike White. After missing a year of football 
he started every game last year as a soph and played 
well—at 6-3, 235 he will be expected to show im­
proved lateral movement as he has the ability for 
wider range than he has shown—could be as good as 
he wants to be—All-Conference pitcher in baseball. 
2. George Homokay. An alternate starter last 
year as a soph though he hand't played since high school 
four years earlier due to service hitch—he and staff 
feel he'll know better what to expect this year and 
should be much improved—rated good quickness for 
6-4, 230, and good reactions—was on golf team and 
few opponents argued with him, could have honors 
whenever he wanted. 
3. Bob Lucien. A transfer from Nassau where he 
was a two-year starter—rated their best tackle, 6-1, 
220, should push for a job. 
4. Jack Stubbs. Returns from a three-year mem­
bership in Uncle Sam's Marine Corps, a Viet Nam vet 
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Basil's 
"The most complete News Stop 
in Cortland" 
• Newspapers 
• Magazines 
• Paperbacks 10 Main St. 
GOOD LUCK RED DRAGONS — 
Groton Ave. Shopping Plaza 
Charles Mantella — Prop. 
Pace's Restaurant 
9 GROTON AVE. 
LUNCHEON AND DINNER SERVED DAILY 
11-3 5-9 
FACILITIES FOR SORORITY, FRATERNITY AND 
FACULTY BANQUETS 
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE: 756-2232 OR 756-9641 
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—was a standout frosh tackle here, could be a real help 
if he finds his football legs early. 
5. Bob Del Rosso. Was the most aggressive and 
strongest among frosh on the line last year—has worked 
hard on a weight program to overcome lack of size— 
at 6-0, could get up to 210—a defenseman with frosh 
lacrosse. 
6. Bob Eubanks. An unknown quantity at 5-11, 
210—as freshman last year was hampered by bad ankle 
all season. 
7. Sam Ravenel. Has potential at 6-1, 215—a 
soph, missed last season entirely. 
MIDDLE GUARDS — The position looks improved 
over a year ago as both the number one and number 
two return. 
1. Mike Cappeto. The starter last year—a de­
fensive leader and hustler, should have a good year— 
not big but quick and strong-—reacts well from two 
years of experience at this spot. 
2. Ron Graham. Was the back-up MG a year 
ago, provides experienced depth without giving away 
quickness. 
3. George Brucia. Was the frosh starter last year 
at 6-0, 195—will have to prove himself. 
LINEBACKERS — With three experienced returnees 
and some strong possibilities out, Robinson has the most 
depth here that he has ever had. He hopes that one of 
the candidates will emerge as a team leader. 
1. Terry DeBoy. Was an alternate starter last 
year—will go at 6-1, in the neighborhood of 210, had 
experience as defensive back in high school which helps 
his pass coverage—weakness last year was lack of 
aggressiveness when he was second man to the ball 
carrier—must develop Butkus tendencies. 
2. Ken Teetz. Was the alternate starter with 
DeBoy last year on the right side—moves to left side 
and will be pressed to hold on to starting job—rushes 
and defends adequately, staff feels will be good if 
properly motivated. 
3. Bob Bunce. A junior with better than average 
speed, has the potential to break into the opening 11— 
may be quickets among LB candidates. 
4. John Mady. A quick defender with strength, 
played sparingly last year—has strong desire to play. 
5. Rick Hammond. A sophomore, broken hand 
kept him out of all but final two frosh games—has 
shown promise, also has broken same hand again— 
played frosh lacrosse. 
6. John Chiasera. A junior service veteran, was 
an outstanding high school running back in North 
Tonawanda—if he has retained speed to go with talent 
he could be a sleeper—could end up on offense. 
7. Billy Giuglianio. A transfer from Nassau, has 
fine recommendations as a linebacker—with good 
speed, he could, however, wind up in the offensive 
backfield which was his high school position. 
CORNERBACKS -— A ppears to be an adequate group 
with good back-up experience. 
1. Paul Wehrum. A fierce competitor, despite 
weight, who must overcome a summer stomach oper­
ation to reclaim the job that was his last year as a 
sophomore—had a fine season a year ago, seldom 
beaten—loves to hit, is actually called over-aggressive 
as he occasionally been lulled up too quickly—if healthy, 
he'll play his way into "AH" recognition—was Honor­
able Mention All-American in lacrosse, scored 38 goals. 
2. Paul Besstak. The starting wingback last year, 
being switched here to strengthen secondary—a good 
athlete, could help at nearly any spot—good speed with 
size and strength, he'll probably end up at whichever 
spot needs help most—a mid-fielder in lacrosse. 
3. Mickey Spillett. Being moved from flanker 
though he was a defensive back the year before as a 
soph—has good speed and is rated a good hitter—must 
readjust to spot quickly to stand off starting pressure 
from others. 
4. Tom Spadafora. Was disabled by ankle injury 
a year ago, could move to free safety—has good run­
ning ability and will be used as punt and kick-off 
return man. 
5. Russ Jarem. A junior who didn't play much 
but often looked good in scrimmages, indicating he may 
well be ready to seriously challenge for a job. 
STRONG SAFETY — There will have to be improve­
ment here. Last year there was a problem of not enough 
people, especially safetymen, going to the ball when it 
was in the air. 
1. Dean Peterson. He started all but one game 
as a junior and played steady ball—if he adds zest to 
his game he could have a good year—a middie in la­
crosse. 
2. Steve Steigerwald. Although not a letterman, 
he was much improved over the second half of the 
season—he will be counted on to play if he can con­
tinue improvement early—was Second Team All-
League as midfielder in lacrosse. 
3. Mark Sullivan. He missed last season with a 
shoulder injury-—would appear, from impressive early 
workouts, to possess good ability. 
4. John Taisey. A transfer from Onondaga Com­
munity where he didn't play football—a good player in 
high school, was also a hurdler, comes with prep 
coaches' recommendations. 
FREE SAFETY — Last year's starter is back and 
must hold off at least two hopefuls. It is also possible 
that some cornermen will be moved to the safety spots. 
1. John Curtis. He started them all last year and 
is rated a good athlete—if he improves and overcomes 
some sophomore mistakes he could solidify his spot. 
2. Jerry Winsky. A transfer from Nassau where 
he was a one-year starter—his last coaches say he will 
help. 
3. John Fritz. A transfer from Auburn Com­
munity where he did not play—good speed, played both 
offense and defense in high school. 
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Outdoor Education Center 
Cortland's Outdoor Education 
Center is located on the point 
in the lower left corner of the 
adjoining photo. Inset shows the 
Swiss Chalet, one of the 
dormitories at Raquette Lake. 
For 22 years, the College at Cortland has been able 
to offer students a unique off-campus experience in 
the heart of the Adirondack wilderness surrounded by 
two and a half-million acres of Forest Preserve lands. 
Accessible only by boating across more than a mile of 
open water or by driving across ice two-feet thick dur­
ing winter, the facility is the College's Outdoor Edu­
cation Center at Raquette Lake. 
The purpose of the Center is "to serve the educa­
tional needs of the College community with particular 
emphasis in areas related to environmental education." 
During the 1969-70 year, the Center was the site of 48 
separate programs over a period covering 302 days. 
The number of students participating in these programs 
totals 1,536, more than 40 percent of the College's 
full-time undergraduate population. 
Required undergraduate courses, summer session 
courses, field trips and workshops constitute the major­
ity of SUCC's Raquette Lake programs. Continuing 
education programs, meetings and conferences com­
plete the year-round schedule. 
Students majoring in biology, physical education and 
recreation education are the chief participants. Biology 
offerings include field trips in the areas of mammalogy, 
taxonomy of vascular plants and limnology. Men and 
women physical education students take the required 
Outdoor Education course which is usually a two-week 
program at the Center. Recreation Education majors 
also take Outdoor Education. 
One of the long-time users of the Outdoor Educa­
tion Center is the Campus-Laboratory School at the 
College. Junior high school students have regularly 
participated in the environmental education offerings 
at the Center. With the junior high school classes now 
phased out, Campus School students in fifth and sixth 
grades will continue to have opportunities to study at 
Raquette Lake. 
George Fuge, a 1949 graduate of Cortland, became 
director of the Center in 1962. Since he has been in 
the position, Raquette Lake programs have increased 
by 300 percent. One of his most time-consuming tasks 
is responding to requests for information and assistance 
in developing environmental education programs in 
educational institutions throughout the United States. 
Last year, he had 400 such requests. In addition, 157 
persons visited the Center in 69-70 to observe and 
audit on-going programs. Seven public school systems 
in New York State developed their own programs with 
the assistance of the Center's staff. 
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VARSITY FOOTBALL 
FALL INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC PROGRAM 
Scores to Date 
VARSITY SOCCER 
S e p t .  1 9  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  2 6  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 4  C o r t l a n d  . .  
O c t .  3 1  C o r t l a n d  
N o v .  7  C o r t l a n d  
N o v .  1 4  C o r t l a n d  
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 
O c t .  2  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  9  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 3  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3 0  C o r t l a n d  _  
CROSS COUNTRY 
S e p t .  1 9  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  2 3  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  3 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3  L e M o y n e  I n v i t a t i o n a l  
O c t .  1 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 4  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 7  S U N Y A C  M e e t  
O c t .  2 1  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3 1  C a n i s i u s  I n v i t a t i o n a l  
N o v .  7  N Y S C T F A  M e e t  
N o v .  2 1  N C A A  Co l l e g i a t e  F i n a l  
score score 
S p r i n g f i e l d  
I n d i a n a  ( P a . )  _ _  
I t h a c a  
C .  W.  P o s t  1  
B r o c k p o r t  
A d e l p h i  
A l f r e d  
N o r t h e a s t e r n  
C e n t r a l  C o n n .  _ _  
I t h a c a  
M a n l i u s  
U t i c a  
B r o c k p o r t  
A l f r e d  . . .  
R P I  . . .  
C o l g a t e  
I t h a c a  _  
B u f f a l o  S t .  
A l f r e d  
H a m i l t o n  _  
B r o c k p o r t  
O s w e g o  
S e p t .  1 9  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  2 3  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  2 6  C o r t l a n d  
S e p t .  3 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 1  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 4  C o r t l a n d  
N o v .  4  C o r t l a n d  
N o v .  7  C o r t l a n d  
FRESHMAN SOCCER 
O c t .  7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  1 7  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 0  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  2 4  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  27  C o r t l a n d  
O c t .  3 1  C o r t l a n d  
N o v .  4  C o r t l a n d  
score score 
B u f f a l o  S t .  
C o r n e l l  
P o t s d a m  
H o b a r t  
P l a t t s b u r g h  
I t h a c a  
R P I  
G e n e s e o  
N e w  P a l t z  
O s w e g o  
C o l g a t e  
B r o c k p o r t  
I t h a c a  J V  
R P I  J V  
H o b a r t  J V  
H a m i l t o n  J V  
O s w e g o  J V  
C o l g a t e  
B r o c k p o r t  
C o r n e l l  
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Composite Schedule of C ortland Opponents 
Springfield 
Indiana 
(Pa.) Ithaca C. W. Post Brockport Adelphi Alfred Northeastern 
Central 
Conn. 
Sept. 12 
Northwood 
Inst. 
Sept. 19 
at 
CORTLAND 
at Shippens-
burg St. 
West 
Chester 
at 
Lehigh 
at 
Alfred Brockport 
at Kutz-
town St. 
Sept. 26 
at 
Amherst CORTLAND 
at 
Denison Wagner 
Shippens-
burg 
at Bridge­
port 
at 
R.P.I. 
at 
Harvard 
Oct. 3 Albright 
at Edin-
boro St. 
at 
CORTLAND Guilford 
at Grove 
City 
at U. S. Mer. 
Mar. Acad. 
at 
Union Vermont Bridgeport 
Oct. 10 Colby 
Susque­
hanna 
at 
CORTLAND 
at Pitts­
burgh Fordham 
at St. 
Lawrence 
American 
Int'nl. 
Montclair 
St. 
Oct. 17 
North­
eastern 
at Clair-
ion St. 
at 
Wilkes 
at Gettys­
burg CORTLAND 
at Pitts­
burgh Hobart 
at Spring­
field 
at Trenton 
St. 
Oct. 24 
at Amer. 
Int'nl. 
at Slippery 
Rock St. 
Bridge­
port 
at 
Maine Mansfield 
at 
CORTLAND 
at 
Wilkes 
New 
Hampshire 
Glassboro 
St. 
Oct. 31 Wagner 
Calif. St. 
(Pa.) 
at Grove 
City 
at 
Adelphi 
Bridge-
water 
C. W. 
Post CORTLAND Maine 
Edinboro 
St. 
Nov. 7 
at New 
Hampshire 
at Hills­
dale 
at C. W. 
Post Ithaca 
at 
Curry 
at Maine 
Maritime Hamilton CORTLAND 
American 
Int'nl. 
Nov. 14 
Bridge­
port Akron 
at Kings 
Point 
So. Conn. 
St. 
at 
CORTLAND 
Nov. 21 *Hofstra 
at Bridge­
port 
at So. 
Conn. St. 
* denotes Nov. 26 game 
CHEVTS NEW 
LflTLE CAR 
IS OPEN 
FOR BUSINESS. 
Vega 2300 is here at last. Because now you can buy what we at 
We'd have brought it out sooner, but Chevrolet have come to modestly believe is 
you know how it is. We've got a lot riding on the best little car in the world, 
this little car and we wanted it to be right, We don't expect this ad to convince you. 
really right, before turning it over to you. We expect the car to, though. 
Now we're ready. Vega. The little car that does everything 
And you were wise to wait. well. Look into it. 
VEGA 
